Week Ending: November 22, 2019

Top Stories This Week
Facial Recognition: Do You Really Control How Your Face Is Being Used?
The fight over the use of our faces is far from done. (usatoday.com)

FCC To Auction C-Band Spectrum For 5G
Federal Communications Commission Chairman Ajit Pai said Monday the agency will hold a public
auction of mid-band wireless spectrum to fuel the deployment of 5G. (cnet.com)

Products & Services
IBM Launches Supercomputer-Powered Global Weather Forecasting
Global computing giant IBM has launched a global weather model, that it claims can provide far more
accurate weather forecasts that have been possible before, across the globe. (techhq.com)

Cord Cutters Will Love This New Way To DVR
If you love keeping all your smart home devices compatible, you can now add your DVR to the list.
(kenoshanews.com)

Emerging Technology
Exclusive: Humans Placed In Suspended Animation For The First Time
Doctors have placed humans in suspended animation for the first time, as part of a trial in the US that
aims to make it possible to fix traumatic injuries that would otherwise cause death. (newscientist.com)

New 'Smart Skin' May Let You Reach Out And Virtually Touch – Anyone
Visualize touching your sweetheart's face on the screen of your laptop and seeing a reaction to your
touch in real time, even though you are miles apart. (cnn.com)

Mergers, Acquisitions, & Partnerships
PayPal Buys Coupon Browser Extension Honey For $4 Billion
Clipping coupons does pay off. (forbes.com)
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Industry Reports
Google Stadia To Be The Future Of Gaming, And So Do Microsoft, Sony, And Amazon
Google Stadia, the new service of the tech titan that allows one to play video games as if he is
streaming his favorite Netflix TV show, "Stranger Things," launched a week with so many hopes from
the aficionados. (techtimes.com)

Dell Plans To Have Women Make Up Half Its Workforce By 2030
Dell has recently released a report about its 2030 goals for societal change. (pulse2.com)
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